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Build pipeline faster and close more deals

Save time while maximizing 
conversion rates

Generate hyper-personalized emails based on 
relevant prospect data in seconds.

Build & run world-class 
playbooks in minutes

Create, run, & iterate automated sales plays that 
address your prospect's unique needs in a few clicks.

Turn more replies

into meetings

Book more meetings with AI-generated reply 
emails matching the sentiment of each response.

Sell faster, 
smarter, and 
better with AI
Apollo AI is the only AI sales assistant built on a database of 

over 250M+ contacts and millions of sales engagement data 

points. Write hyper-personalized emails, automatically follow 

up with leads, and execute your sales strategy, all in one tool.

Apollo AI
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How Apollo AI works

Generate the perfect pitch email with 
zero typing required

Apollo AI leverages what we know about you and your business 
to generate relevant and personalized outbound emails in 
seconds. These include initial contact, follow-up messages, and 
last pitch emails.

Email type

Your company description

Location change

Los Angeles

Challenge you’re solving

Name update

Michael Jones

AI assistant

Initial contact

From: [Charlie Brown ] [SDR] of [Apollo]

Apollo

Company Description:

Search, engage and convert over 250 million contacts at over 60 million 
companies with Apollo’s sales intelligence and engagement platform.


Pain point

Sales work can be tedious and time-consuming

Value proposition

Apollo removes the tedious, time-consuming parts of sales work so your 
time is freed up to build relationships and generate revenue

Call-to-action

Sign up Apollo for free!

Context to include

Sellers use Apollo’s prospecting, engagement, and workflow solutions to 
move business forward with ease. Easily book more meetings and move 
deals forward with an end-to-end sales engine. Streamline your 
engagement and touchpoints with every buyer at scale.

Your value prop

Maximize conversions with personalized, 
data-driven messaging

Apollo AI combines the power of our database with the millions 
of emails sent via our platform to create AI-generated, 
personalized emails based on your prospect’s demographic and 
behavioral signals, such as job changes or new funding.

AI generated email

Contact Signal
News on company profile 

page: “$750M Funding 
Raised”

Hi Alice,  

Congrats on the $750M Series D! 
That's huge!  

We know there's often pressure from 
the board to accelerate revenue 
targets after funding rounds, and I'm 
curious to know how you're planning 
to scale from here.  

At Apollo, we specialize in helping 
hyper-growth companies scale by 
providing them with a database of 
ICP contacts & companies that can't 
be found elsewhere, and workflow 
automation that helps them reach 
out to those contacts at scale...

Send

Let AI run winning sales plays for you

Apollo automatically identifies relevant companies and contacts 
for your sales play with AI-generated sequences and account-
based prospecting. Free up your team’s time to focus on cold 
calls and other manual tasks.

Sales playbooks templates

Hit new hires

Send to: Frank Kohn
frank.kohn@autodesk.com

AI generated email

Prospects who Changed Jobs

Automatic Email
Day 1

Preview

Congrats on the new job!


Hi Frank,  


Congrats on your new SDR leadership role at Autodesk!   

In my experience, you’ll want to build strong foundations and systems in your 
first 3 months, so your team ramp ups quickly and hits its goals. 


You can rely on Apollo to help you scale your pipeline using world-class data 
(260M contacts, 120M mobiles!), email automation, and metrics tracking. 


Discover how Apollo helps you find decision-makers fast. All I need is 15 mins 
this Thurs - are you in?

Automatic Email
Day 4

Preview

Automatic Email
Day 8

Preview

Get AI-powered email analysis &

reply recommendations

Apollo AI categorizes reply emails into distinct categories and 
provides recommended messaging tailored to each reply. This is 
combined with analytics that help you figure out where you need 
to improve your objection-handling templates

From: Susan                  
To: Me  

Hi Frank,  

We have Zoominfo so we are all 
set. Thanks for reaching out.  

Best, 
Susan

From: Me 
To: Susan  

Hi Susan,
 

Thanks for sharing, that's totally 
understandable!  

Just wanted to share - we've had 
customers like Census and 
Customer.io find 50-70% more ICP 
contacts with Apollo after 
switching from ZoomInfo....

Send

AI generated response

Objection - 
Competitor 
Related

Coming Summer 2023

Coming Summer 2023

Coming April 2023

Coming May 2023



Apollo.io provides an extensive database of over 250 million contacts 

across 60 million companies to find your buyers with a few clicks.



Sign up for a free account today at apollo.io

See how we compare

Apollo ZoomInfo Outreach Salesloft

Email AI writing
Create AI-generated outbound emails for initial, 
follow-up, final pitches.

Contact personalization AI
Create AI-generated emails using prospect 
demographic and behavior signals.

Sales playbooks AI

Identify relevant companies and contacts for sales plays 
and get AI-generated sequences and ABM prospecting

Intelligent inbox

Get AI-powered email sentiment analysis and reply 
messaging recommendations

Top-ranked sales platform on G2
Leader in: Sales Intelligence, Lead Intelligence, Marketing Account Intelligence, Sales Engagement
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See why over 16,000 companies choose Apollo

https://www.apollo.io/

